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Week 1
UPCOMING DATES:
MAY

YOM HAZIKARON
YOM HA’ATZMAUT
PARSHAT BEHAR

Just another quick notice

PARSHAT BECHUKOTAI

A few things which i need you all
to do.

PARSHAT BAMIDBAR
AVITAL PRAWERS
BIRTHDAY
PARSHAT BEHALOTCHA

and remember 5 Shira dollars
for each!!

1) I would love you all to email
the date of your birthday and
your favorite lollie or
chocolate!
yardena.prawer@gmail.com
or benji.prawer@gmail.com

3) Whenever you come to kids
club HAVE LOTS OF FUN

2) Again to email letters to the
editor, stories, pictures, baby
pictures or interesting things

SHABBAT SHALOM

4) And remember Kids Club
starts about 11:15. Spread
the word!

continued on page 2

Which Person in the shule looked like this!

Which Person in the shule looked like this!

Which Person in the shule looked like this!

ZION

THE LIST

PROFILE
Name: Theodor Herzl
Age: 44
Nickname: Theo
Birth place: Hungry
Job: Zionist Leader
Reason for being
famous: Was one of
the founders of the
state of Israel also
write the Israeli
anthem

SHIRA HAS GOT TALENT!!!
In the past shira kids club has done
many exciting things like:
The purim shpiel
The Pesach play

The mitzvot given in
Parshat Emor

Making master pray
Making the shira shekel

POll
What is your favour
ite
jewish festival
Purim	

Pesach	

Shavuot	

Succot	


Making quiz questions
And many more.
But what should we do next.

What should we do next?
A camp?

Rosh Hashanah	


A sleepover?

Yom Ha’atzmaut 	


A news show?

63
Letters in this weeks
parsha

6106
Number of sentances

A lag ba’omer bonfire?
Shira’s got talent?

NUMBERS
THAT
COUNT

And lots more.

124

There are five qualities to look
for in a candidate for the position
of Kohain Gadol:
•
Wisdom,
•
Beauty,
•
Strength,
•
Wealth, and
•
Years.
Wisdom.
Not just good old common
sense. We're talking Torah. The
Kohain Gadol must be versed
through and through with
Torahwisdom. There's a good
reason for that too. When the
Kohain Gadol performs the
Avodah (service) in the Bait
Hamikdash, he represents all of
Klal Yisroel (the nation of Israel).
He needs to have a perfect
understanding of every ritual and
what it means in order to fulfill
his task.
Beauty.
The candidate for the "Great
Kahuna" also has to be very
handsome. I know what you're
thinking, but how would you like
it, if you had to show up to an
important appointment and
someone handed you a dusty old
pair of jeans and a ripped tye-dye
tee-shirt. Even if you bathed and
brushed your hair, you'd still be
embarassed. The point is, we
need to be proud of our leaders.
Strength.
The Kohain Gadol has to be
strong. Not that Superman is in

QUIZ QUESTION
What type of Jew is not
allowed to any type of
Funeral?

What day are the
omer are we up to?
Name an funeral which
that person can attend

Challenge Question. Name
3 different new years in the
jewish calendar

Take home questions

What are five qualities
to be a candidate for
Kohen gadol?

What have now taken
away from the amidah
now that pesach is over
the running, but it does take
strength to perform some of the
more tiring tasks of a Kohain
Gadol.
Wealth.

What have we added to
the amidah now that
pesach is over
Years.
The Kohain Gadol must be
mature. No youngsters need
apply. That's because with age
comes life experience and
wisdom.

The Kohain Gadol must be richer
than all the other Kohanim. That
rule applies to Jewish kings and
Jewish leaders too. That way
there's no chance that he will be
bribed.
And, finally,

WHAT AMAZING THING WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE THE SHIRA CLUB DO?

Next weeks questio
n? What
is your favourite tu
ne to do
adon olam to?

I would love to see them do a
Shavuot Plat

I would like them to make a theme
song

Random Guy on the street

Random Girl on the beach

